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*A year of flash blade (Par Botes)
Codename “Wedding Cake” (it’s a white box)
“It’s better than you think”
500K IOPS, 15GB/s
1.2M IOPS, 15GB/s
1.5M IOPS, 16GB/s
In the first six months (GA)

*Scaling beyond 15 blades (Rob Lee)
Linear capacity scale - single namespace growing to dozens of PB scale
Linear IOPS and throughput - single namespace / IP scales IOPS and throughout 
with capacity
Preserve simplicity - more capacity adds IOPS & throughout with zero administration

Logical View
Fabric - scale raw bandwidth without adding management
Processing - software dynamically schedules processing resources globally
Data - place data as a single system across all blades

High level architecture
Integrated Networking - combined internal and external networks. Load balance 
connections across all blades.
Distributed control - partition and distribute control of namespace, data, and 
metadata across all blades
Distributed Data - Distribute persistent data across all blades - high-frequency 
transactions in NVRAM and longer-lived data in N+2 erasure-coded flash 

Flashblade Data Distribution
Wide-stripe erasure coding with +2 redundancy

Scaling past a single chassis
External network load balancer, inter-chassis network switching
Added external fabric module 
intra-chassis network switching
External FM is 2 rack mounted switches

Scaling Fabric Bandwidth
32port 100Gbs switch (1.6Tb/s north-south)
(photo of Rob)

Controller load balancing and capacity load balancing



East-west traffic
NVRAM/Flash data access
Metadata coordination
1.6Tbs across chassis, 300Gbs within chassis

Control Placement 
Blade Addition
Partitions rebalance to new blade - stops running on old blade and boots on new 
blade
No data movement required, only compute (data stays in-place)
Partition load balancing on a per-blade basis - not chassis constrained

Data Placement
data erasure coded across n+2 RAID stripes
15 blades - 13-wide stripe (11+2 parity shards)
RAID Groups are dynamic - selected as needed
RAID Groups can cross chassis boundaries
As you fill the chassis, it becomes beneficial to constrain the RAID group to a 
chassis
enhanced resiliency (n+2 per chassis, without additional overhead)
Reduced inter-chassis bandwidth requirements for rebuild operations

[video demo]

Takeaways
- Software creates parallelism and scale; hardware enables access to data
- Software/hardware integration without tight coupling
- Simplicity/reliability created by software control of the network fabric

*Native objects (Brian Gold)
Why Objects?
Next-Gen Apps
- Cloud-native development
- Rich metadata databases
Performance 
- Large & streaming: AI training, media serving, analytics
- Small & random: time-series metrics, real-time streams
Efficiency
- No visible partitions
- Unified management

Classic object gateways
Object API gateway -> file system (index to track metadata)
File system becomes bottle neck when scaling to billions of object

Purity (FlashArray and FlashBlade) - objects at the core

Object Read Path
[I missed a bit]
Request Arrival



- decode bucket and object names
- Get bucket ID from authority
- Get object ID from bucket authority
- Forward read request to object authority
Read data
- Read object data from flash
- Forward back to protocol handler
- Decompress and form response to client

Two takeaways
- Two phases - metadata lookup and data access; distributed everything
- Basically identical to how a file is read via NFS

[video demo]

S3-compatible for the moment

Purity is really a key-value database
Block -> File -> Object

*Looking forward
Next-generation of apps - new storage interfaces
TensorFlow (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TensorFlow)

Converting raw pixels (ultimate in unstructured data) to structured data
Now imagine if you’ve got 10s of thousands of cameras

Object detection -> message queue -> object indexing, streaming queries, time-
series analysis

[Par wraps up]
“The big bang of intelligence”
Modern Compute - parallel architecture driving performance
New Algorithms - modern approaches for superhuman accuracy
Big Data - Data is the new oil

“Massively parallel is the new normal”
4th Industrial Revolution (2010 - now) - AI, Big Data, Cloud, IoT, Computing, digital to 
intelligence


